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Name: Albrecht Wilhelm Ludwig i"ZOLLN ,*E204

Father: 4hristian ZOLLERetit ZS)

Rather: Rode ZOLLNITkA

Wifet ate 25LIZERCA'

Children: Two daughters

Born: 28 January 1914 at Kiel

Education: to and including Oberrealehule

His ultimate intention was to become an officer as father
and accordingly ha joined the youth organisations Pfedfinder and
Jungdeutscher Orden which he belonged to until 1932 when most
of these organisations were obeorbed in the Schutastaffel
(SS of RSDAP). In October 1934 be applied for a commission, but

• was rejected on account of an *ye injury which he had received
as &boy. During the fall 1934, he was node leader of the SS
Guard at the *redo air plane factory in WarnemOnde. However
since he was very much interested in sports ha applied to the
RAD (Reiobserbeitsdienst) and obtained a trim:for daring the
fall of 1935. By taking several courses he qui/ified as
Feldmeister after a pawl s tins. From 1936 to 1938 he served
his oompulsorysdiltary training, and was commissioned an
Feldwebel der Reserve and Offisiersanwirter. Through the in-
Memo of his SS friends, be was taken up in the SD in October
1938, and by July 1939 had been placed in charge of Lust
Wismar. In 1940 he was ordered to take several courses during
which time be expressed the desire to enter the glieedini
Service.* This resulted in an eppointsmnt for a short time in
Ant III (M) (July to October 1941) where be specialised in
Balkan affairs, Among other things be was liaison officer for
local General Ritter von SCROBRRT (11th AOK) as well as

assigned to the staff of Varshal ANTONESCU on one of his visits
to Gummy., AINIONAgy

In April 1943 he was ordered to Berlin end joined the
%roan Foreign Information Service (AID or ORD) where he beeline •
acquainted with all of the foreign representatives as well as
the mein representatives and influential agents of the Amt in
serious countries. In July 3.944 he beeeme Regierunsmassesser
end 83-Bauptsturnfuebrer, and as such got to know many impor-
tant personalities within the SS. In March 1945 he was ordered
to Rama where he was to be dtputy catitho chief Of.ths...38,
and at the sans tine Leiter ..efllbt A41,. Un 7 3.pnil 1945 be
flew frma Berlin to 01I6;renstn4Ctliors for three weeks, and
assume:Ibis position in Bergen= 28 Anill 1945
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II Report,.

Subject bas prepared the following reports which he believes
to be of interest fro* information acquired within the Foreign
Information Service (AND) whin/teas under the control of RSRA.
He contends that these reports will be of value to the British
intelligence service on account of the attempts of BOlshwrist
Russia to influence all of Europe froa a political and millarT
standpoint. The reports are based on sources of the= which
were available to subject as member of the Leading Service
of this Amt. These reports expressed the truth, and by and
large, consist of information for the German leaders. In
this connection, an exhaustive report was submitted to the
British by subject regarding eventual Russisuipartleipation
in the war against Japan. This report was submittal l2 June 1945.

A. The_Oerman Invasi2n Net in Finland Directed suminet 
Soviet RUSel&

This net (W/T and information met) tunotioned in Finland
from the end of 1943 until the Finns capitulated in 1944. Alto-
gether there were five transmitters in operation. Communiev.
tions with the station in Helsinki (illegal) were maintained
until at least March 1945, at which time subject was ordered
to Norway. Subject believes that the W/T operator, a Dane,
could establish oommunications if givennew frequencies pro-

'Tided, of course he is still in Helsinki. Exact details can
be given by the ;min representative for Finland, who was part
handled by Amt VI and partly by subject. The name
representative for Finland Is SS-S 	 r Liar
He was last known to be stet' 	 w	 •B.	 .-111ELINTOVIre,„&4.
at Berwick. BROSS was married to a Finn and lived in
until it capitulated. Be had an excellent information nrin
within the highest circa**. Re also had excellent contacts•
wittillational Finns who were not National Socialists, but who
will work with all anti-Bolsbevists. Re had great influence
in Finland and submitted reports against Russia to the German
AND. These reports were partly submitted from Stockholm, The
main representative for Finland otter its capitulation had a
special position in Germany with regard to the Northern coun-
tries. BROSS sent his reports to Berlin which were in turn
directed back at Finland through a secret propagandatransmit•
ter.

This main representative, who was one of the most able men
of the AND abroad and who was stationed in Menstaulduring the
last days of the war, had revealed the true situation of Finland
to Foreign kinister von RIBOBNTROP on his last visit to Helsinki.
However, von RIBBSNTROP did not accept his report as it conflicted
with the opinion of his ambassador. Subject believes that this
main representative can be found and is definitely ready to work
actively against Russia in the interest of the British intern..
gems service. • :A42-•
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In spite of the fact that the Russians had soma inkling of
the affair, the stain representative was able to escape by sub-
marine sent by Ant VI, taking along with his his staff as well
as evipment, money, and documents of utmost importance. This
occurred in the month of January 1945.

Subject believes that tit:elder of the Finnish Academic
11 Society, Sberleutnant loan, is one of the most im-liaiewt•portant men for Finland. Synite-ed4 et the German AHD, he was

brought back to Finland. Tho Russian NERD have and are making
energetic attempts to secure ISLAM. The subject was officer-
courier for the Waffen 33 headquarters, and spent about four
weeks in Finland during 1943 as such. Another purpose of his
visit was to get acquainted with the important personalities.
This was done at the request of the Leiter of Amt VI.

The exact political developments in Finlander • 11 known
to the AND. They started with the trip ofAarabal 	 HEREM3311A6J1
to Sw itzerland ostensibly for his he 	 ' e	 were ar-
ranged with the Allies through Ki.deWOTfbRussisn ambassa-
dor to Sweden) and resulted in Finland's exit frog the war.
This was arranged through the ARD,ehile the German Foreign
Offing was working at cross purposes.

Subject has detailed knowledge of the invasion not in
Denmark and can ascertain the names of persons who were in deed
334Puebrers but who did not belong to the executive branch
(Gestapo.) These persons are known through subject's adminis-
trative work, and concerned themselves particularly with the
transmitting of information; in other words, notincriminsted
as SS. Subject can furnish important information on Sweden
which has been obtained from agents who have penetrated the
Russian Legation ands*, belonged to hada. SOLLONTAr ts sot.
The main representative in Sweden Is a close personal friend
of subject. This is also true of those in Denmark, Rumania,
and Bulgaria. In addition, reports can be obtained from these
countries embracing the unofficial attitude concerning Russia's
Political moves against her allies, particularly Ragland. This
applies equally to the Spanish, Italian, and Greek sectors.
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B. Special Mission

Durina the month of March, subject was entrusted with
a special mission for Amt VI ef An English major by the neme

/.)of DDGE or DOUDGE (probably'DODGE), who was taken prisoner
at Dunquerque, was given a mission by AND. An employee of
Amt, Dr. MOST. who was a correspondent of the aVelltleehen

Beobiatiriall In England before the war, was assigned to him.
,IA,NMajor DODGE, who had been taken in the confidence of the

eltRest quarters, was to be mediator for the German Reich.
According to Major DODGE, he knew the English Priam Minister
well and also had many persona/ acquaintances who were lead-
ing figures of the Empire. When the bombing attacks on Berlin
increased in intensity, subject evacuated Major LVDGE to
Dresden, where he was introduoed to the inspector of the SIPO
and SD. Through subject Major DODGE was accredited by the
superiors of the inspectorate. Dr. TROST was also placed at
the disposal of Major DODGE in Dresden. The inspector ac-
quired liberal quantities of tobacco, ration cards, etc.
from Berlin. V.ajor DODGE was also introduced to the
Wherein S und Poliselfuehrer. Re remained here until the
terrific bortbing attack in the beginning of March which prac-
tically wiped out the city. The day after the attack, subject
was ordered to Dresden to take Major DODGE to Weiner to safety.
The Waren 33 und Poliseituehrer had personally assured him.
self of the safety or the Majon who had lived in one of the
leading Dresden hotels end who was allowed to move about
freely, not even accompanied by Dr. TEOST. Subject found
Major DODGE uninjured at the best hotel in the city. When the
bombing attacks on Weimar increased in intensity, subject was •

to bring Major DODGE to a manor near Mooklenbtuls for his perso-
nal safety. kajor DODGE was to be sent to London via Stockholm
by order of the ikehrer. However, as subject flew to Oslo on
7 April, he does not know whether this took place.

The relationship between Major DODGE and subject, as well
as other 53...fuehrers■ was one of great friendship. Subject
was assured of this by Major DODGE when they parted.
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C Or;anization of the Awl for the Political Foreign
Information Service Amt VI

By decree of the Reichfushrer SS, in his capacity as Chief
of the German police Amt VI became the sole agency for the
German Information Service (political) and Was known 113 Ausland-'
snaohfrichtendienst (AND) or Oeheimen Meledienst (GND)....Seeret
Report Service.

The main offices of this Amt, comprising the office of the
Leiter and other top figures, was located until April 1945 in
Berlin Sohmargendorf, Berkaerstr 32..35. (Some of the Referats
had been moved to the suburbs of Berlin as early as 1944 on
account of the stepoed-up bombing attache.) Because of the ap-
proach of the Russians, the Read Offices and most of the Amt
were evacuated to Bavaria (Tegernsee) in April with the inten-
tion of setting up in Innsbruck. The Foreign Office and most
of the foreign representatives were to be evacuated here also.
Subject cannot state whether the plans were carried out in all
details as he was transferred to Norway at the time (April 7,
1943). A partial evacuation to Central Germany of the Amt had
taken place already during February; however, it was the in-
tention that theee sections were to be combined with the remainder
at Tegerasem.

The Amt was under the leadership of the Amtsohef, SS Brigade-
thiv.

ruithrea and Major General of Polio. (Generalmajor der Polizei).
WalterTSCRELLENBERG, who in turn was responsible to the Chief of
the Sipo and $D, Generel of Polio* (General der Polizei), General

AftAi of the War ten SS, BrAWALTENBRUINER, who also was in charge of
the other hater of the RSRA (I, II, III, IV V; VII and Amt I).

Ant VI was subdivided in so-called Grappell i each directed
by a aruppsmietter, and the Grimpws again into Referate whose
chiefs were termed Referenten.

Gruppe VI A n Chief, SS Stendartenfuehrer Dr Martin
BERGER. This Gruppe coiiiffied the

.ttv	 iterate for Administration, Finance,
Personnel, travel and Visas, and Orien-
tation.

Grupo° VI B - Chief, SS Standartenfuehrer Ravin stwxy;
(also Deputy for the Antic/ler). This
Gruppe comprised Referate for Italy,

4tAl	 Switzerland, Spain and Portugal, France,
Belgium, and Rolland. The Referate for
the various countries also embraced their
colonial possessions.

Grupo. VI C Chief, SS Oberstrtumbannfuehrer RAPP.
This Gruppe inoludedwft ate for the

IlloN AI N lactiViniLittalti2d4 anii:111:;11,
4-	14“4111 	 St ^PiT



1112613tittAiWitiVR■liale also included
Pre. India), Turkey and the Bear last
(Irak, Iran, Afghanistan, Arabia
Egypt, and representation for the
Kinister President Oailleni of Irak as
well as for the Grand 'kali of Jerusa-
lem.)

Oruppe VI D -,Chier, 94.0beraturnbaludUebrer, Dr. Thoeca-
%\PIFF0EgOidt This Grupo, comprised-Th(1--
Betirite for Great Britain (ire),
the United States of *series, South
America end Central America, Soandinavia
(Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland).,

Oruppe VI E • Chief, SS Oberatumidmundbehrer
This Oruppe was located in Vienna sine /ft,Kay, 1944, and included Perorate for
Hungary, *amnia, Bulgeria, Jugoslavia,
and Greece.

Oruppe VI P - Chief, ESNEturmbannfuebrer end Oberst•
leutnantWOXING. This Ormapelma lo-

cated partly in Borlin-Oruneweld and
partly in Berlin-14nm and was the tech-
nical °Tapp*. It was subdivided into
I/aerate with the following functional
acquisition of all technical natters,
chenical laboratory and research, weapons
and clothing, radio and radio traiang
(communication links to the various coun-
tries), photography and broadcasting,
and issue of all nec•seary papers for
foreign travel.

Gruppe VI 0 - This Oruppe was the galantine Oruppe
which was in the process of being formed.
Noma of the Chief is not yet known to
Subject. The subdivision, in Perorate
had not as yet taken on definite lines
of demarkation, but they were to cover
the following subject*: scientific
evaluation and organisation within the
scope of the various case offices,
information service (covering all per-
sonalities worthy or amnion in Germany
and abroad), special news service (all

• foreign newspapers), consolidation or
all scientific material developed by
the Perorate for the VAPI.OUS countries.

Oruppe VI 3 - Chief, SSird 94"1 ehrer and Colonel
or the Its	 Appqr, This Oruppo

A4,	had only	 zfldl.sihistrative offices in
B•Inioareare, abr. acet_Ltafeloosted

fiüt,
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Priedenthal, a suburb of Berlin, as well
as in other towns of the Reich. UMW
was often a guest at the Puehrer l a head-
quarters, and dealt directly with the
ReichsfUehrer of the 3$ without having to
consult with the Amtschef. SKORZERY's
own following was recruited from Austrians
as far as possible, and was considered be-
yond doubt the most influential and power-
ful figure within Amt VI. Exact division
In Referate is not known. The main pur-
poses of the Oruppe were missions for the
various Referate (parachutists, special
flights, etc), training of agents for the
necessary information net. Since June,
1944, this Gruppe had its own FAX from
which to druipersonnel for specific mis-
sions, and this battalion consisted of the
best sun of the Welton 33. SKORZENTwore
the knight's Cross of Gold. and among his
many feats, the kidnapping of KUSSOLIZI,
the -arrest of MORTHY, and a spectacular
demolition of a bridge on the Western
Front maybe singled out for particular
mention. This Gruppe also bad representa-
tives in all countries occupied by German
troops, who were attached to the commander
of the Sipo and SD. These representatives
were under the direct control of Berlin.

Gruppe VI WI -Chief, 33 Standartentuehrer Professor Dr.
SOBLI114 This was the indusrial Gruppe

' OT-tbe Amt whose mission was to keep them,
d..# 44, Gm-.	 selves informed, entirely independently of

the Referate of the various countries, as
to the productive capacity of all sorts of
industry. This information was generally.
obtained under cover by agents travelling
abroad. This work was coordinated by dis-
cussions with the Ministry of Commerce re-
garding the scarcity of certain raw materials.
Further, where the occasion demanded, missions
were performed for the Reforate of the various
countries within this field. This Oruppe was
divided into Referate, each covering a cer-
tain industry au for example, heavyindus-
tries, textiles, usuidnk toolsete.

Gruppo VI T Chief, SS Stuirbenntnehrer DrAfOILVIR.
This Orpppemas organised at the same time
as GruPPe VI tt and concerned itself with

thw.k. the technical problems of Industry. Tech-
nical experts were employed who had conneo•
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Lions abroad in the same fields of en-
deavor so as to maks the patents and
secret processes available to the Third
Reich. German experts who worked abroad
or who had business connections in for-
eign countries =de this form of intel-
ligence available through carefully con-
cealed moans. This Gruppe worked in
close collaboration with Gruppe VI WI
and was broken &min Referats such as
Naval Construction, new chemical processes,
Inventions, *to.

Gruppe VI bat The nominal Shia-was Oruppenleitor SS
Standartenfuehrerr.kartinSANDBEROER

Am'	
of Gruppe VI A; harem., it was actually
directed by SS Stiumbennfushrer (leffen
33) Dens NADEL, This Oruppe concerned
itself with cultural questions, and as
was the case with VIII and VI T, only
about a year old. The results were
often quite good, as most artists had
good foreign contacts and too often suf-
fered from a real purpose to visit abroad.
Furthermore, the mei. contingent of the
accredited Oermmarepresentatives at the
'serious legations were not at all adverse
to introducing actresses as their *girl
friends and these in turn obtained all
manner of information under the most inti-
mate situations. However, within the
Serena* for the various countries, a
rather strict evaluation was necessary
as these .1ad1ss u lmre prone to writ*
novels when outwitting their reports.
The Referate followed the subject matter
such as theater, film, etc. The Oruppe
worked in close collaboration with the
various agencies of the Party and State
such as Ministry of Propaganda, kinistFy
of Culture, etc. The exact details of
the organization of the various Referatm
are not known, sine, they were most com-
plicated and in a continual state of flux,
awing to the fact that each Referent had a
new scheme for division of the work which
he was trying to put over.

Special Ref- Dr. Martin SANDBERGER, Oruppeleiter of
orate Central VI A, was the nominal chiefs!' this
Bureau	 Referate, although actually it was under

1Y.c.:.• •
the direction of SS Sturbannfuebror Dr., 
SCHINKOWSKY. This Referate was the newest
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of the Ant and had been in existence
about eight months. It reported di-
rectly to the Asteche, end was con-
sidered one of the nest important
Ref crates. Within this Central Bureau
infcumationwes compiled twenty-four
hours a day which was disseminated to
the various Referate. This informa-
tion was gathered from the foreign
press and foreign broadcasts, and they
were also apnreised for important in..
fornetion obtained by monitoring tele-
phone conversations. The conbined news
digests were coordinated with the
periodic reports of the agents in the
various countries (important reports
were submitted to the Central Bureau
by the Referete as was the case with
reports by Ministers to the Reich*
fuhrer) so that there was always a
current report for the situation in
hbrope, the world, and geographic
areas. These reports were submitted
to the Fuhrer l a headquarters and the
various miniktries. The Central
Bureau also cooperated with the DNB
30 that it registered the slightest.
change in any one country and passed
this inibrmation on the to the various
Referate.

The Beferat. of Ant VI were further subdivided into
special Referate (cases) each in charge of a Case Officer.
This division into cases was under the jurisdiction of the
Referents. Generally these divisions withiz.the &aerate,
which were designated by Arabic numbers, were identified
by small letters. The fear basic divisions were:

a - which indioated that the Case
Officer was in direct contact
with the agent as well as giving
the agent definite missions.

b which indicated that it would be
cleared as to subject natter.
By this *mans each report was
first evaluated prior to being
written up.

o - which indiosted that the Case
Officer for individuals named
in the reports had an interest
in the documents.

•••
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d • which indicated that the degistry for

the various countries was interested
(all reports were routed through a
central registry which was part of
Ant VI A). In this manner one could
easily tell who was the author of the
report. (For exempla, VI D to A.
Ant VI Oruppe D, Refarate 2, Great
Britain. Another example, VI B S b
Ant VI Oruppe B, Went, S, Switzer-
land)

The next subdivision which was important only for the
Inner administration meant that the report had been erooessed
by the Referent. (For example VI C 1 a 2 s Ant VI bruPP•
C, Referate 1, Soviet Onion, Cultural)

Periodic reports were issued monthly, or more often if there
was a change in the political situation. These were mode by the
Referete for the various countries and were desalinated to all
branches of the Step° and SD within the Reich, as well as the
Commanders of Sip* and SD in the various countries. These pe-
riodic reports save a synopsis of the existing situation and
concluded by requesting information on the questions of the
moment. In this natter an agent going to a foreign country
was able to get * good picture of the current situation there.
(Agents going on special missions were furnished with reports
covering the questions of interest in connection with their
mission).

The most important source of information's., the Bain
Representatives-of the Amt. There vu amain representative in
all countries allied with Germany, as well es neutral countries;
in other words, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Italy, Switserland,
Spain and Portugal, Fine	 and Sweden. These representativea.
were located in the capital of the country involved and operated
under cover in the Embassy as some sort of Attache. These main
representatives had direct W/T communication with the main office
in Berlin; also courier service end at times teletype service.
Their mission was to build an infornetion net throughout the
particular country by agents so that they could be currently in-
formed as to the situation. quite often these mainrepresenta-
tives had assistants in the next largest city. For example, in
Sweden the =In representative was situated in the German Embassy
in Stockholm but had an assistant in Getteborgunder cover in the
Consulate there. There were also two representatives in Turkey
and Italy. In Italy and Spain in addition to the mein represen-
tative there were assistants called Police Attaches. In the
countries which were occupied by German troops (ilezmork, Norway,
Holland, Belgium, Frame, Greece, Poland, the Baltic States,
Russian areas, Jugoslavia, and later Italy and Hungary) the main
representative of MLII nra4 also Leiter of Abt VI attached to
the Commander of the	 SD, exactly in the sacs soma. as

Those Abt Leiters also havethe representative ST
Eavah	 '00:5T 111."" 
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their nets of agents.

Unitary Intelligence Services 

In Way, 1944, the Foreign Military Intelligence Service he-
case independent. It was under the leadership of Admiral
MARTZ, who was directly responsible to the Genersa-Staff.
An was the case in the main offices in Germany, there was
little or no collaboration between this branch of the service
and the political AND. As a result of this, there was a great
deal of overlapping. Towards the close of 1943 and the bsr.
ginning of 1944, several instances were brought to light
where personnel of the Military Intelligence Service had
given information to the *new or even entered their service
and had precluded a return to Germany by placing themselves
under the protection of neutral states such as Sweden and
Turkey. As this sort of thing was going on in the open",
Achdral CALA:Mims ordered by the Fsibrees headquarters to
resign and the entire Military Intelligence Service was put
under the jurisdiction of the 33 Reiobefuehrer. The Reichs-
fueluer ordered the chief of the Sipo and SD to consolidate
the Military Intelligence Service with the various inter of
RSBA. The Abwehrstellen were subordinated to Ant IV (secret
Stapo) end incorporated in the corresponding Gruppen of this
Ant. The main office of the Kilitery Intelligence Service
as well as the representatives in the various countries be-
came incorporated in Ant VI as Mil Amt, which remained en-
tirely independent as previously.

RSHA

Colonel RAMO ofathe General Staff was Amtachef and
Afir, his deputy, Lt ColonePWRGELRORM. The Amtschef of Amt

(sarmamm) had some sort of supervision which he
carried out in an informal manner. The Mil Amt of the
RSRA retained their own Gruppanleiters. Run the results
of the ensuing investigation were wade known, it was as-
certained that the chief of Ant 1111, his deputy, and
several Gruppenleiters had participated in the affair of
20 July. They were all placed under arrest and sentenced,
and as far as subject knows, RAM and ENORLEORM were
sentenced to die. Mil Ant of RSRA was then completely
subordinated to Ant VI. SCREILEMBERG became Antsobef and
it was termed Ant VI Mil. Oruppe VI Alin as well as
Grum VI B Mil were retained with their Oruppenleiters.
Orme VI Comm under the direction of Oberstleutnant
OBISTZ. The Referents of the previous Mil Ant were partly
exchanged for officers of the Wehrsmoht and not 33-fuehrers
so that independent work could be done in the Referate.
This resulted in a much closer eqUelmwjaion "laic/hives es-
pecially noticed abroad. In Swialtlinyor eximple, the
Referent of Ant VI Mil B 3, a mmolui the WehrmaCht,

CLAM'.
Awl■	 • •

- il
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was at the same timetrtelftgalWATIPalillel Referate
(VI b 3). The division was by and large the MIMS as for
the political AND. There was some overlapping in 3000
countries which vas of no great importance as far as the
work was concerned. Within the various countries the
same subdivision existed. There was close collaboration
between the two representatives which was of considerable
help to the representative of AND, as the officers of Wil
Amt for some of their work had to have considerable over
lease which usually could not be gotten within the scope
of the political information service.

Waked Rata

SECRET
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-A;.•442 D. Intelligence Service in Finland	 ----N.-	 .	 •
1 April 1941, subject was transferred to the German

Foreign Information Service, AD of Ant VI, and was active
hers until 1 March 1945. He had a good insight in the work
within the Scandinavian section, particularly Finland. As
it was the purpose of the German AD to intensify the
Foreign Information Service as far as Soviet Russia was con-
cerned, Finland was particularly well suited Deoause of the
following reasons: it was close to Russia, and at the same
time close to a neutral country, where by necessity most of
the intelligence service wet function. In this case it was
Sweden, which was a meeting place for all agents. The Rus-
sian Legation in Stockholm was a particular target for spe-
cial forms of intelligence. It was not too difficult for
the Finns who had all sort; of connections in Sweden to
request special information through Stockholm. In addition
an Important point was the fact that Finland was an ally
of Germany against nussia, and the national Finns always
had a pro-German feeling and considered Bolshevist Russia
as the number 1 enemy. The reports could then be trans-
mitted to Berlin without any difficulty from Finland, which
was occupied by German troops. One of the cleverest opera-
tors within the Intelligence serviee, SS Sturahanntuehrer

(1.14:was the main representative of the AND in
Finland. BROSS built an information net by which he could
watch the exact developments in Finland was able to obtain
valuable information from SS Obersturadmanfuehrer August
FINLB, who was stationed in the German Legation in Stook-
.holm and was the main representative of the AND in Sweden.
'MOSS bad cover as director of the German Travel Bureau
in Helsinki and was considered quite harmless. He is at
present the main representative of the German AND.

The reports from MOSS to Berlin were transmitted by
means of courier service or by radio communication. The
transmitter was located in the organisation DOD? in Hel-
sinki, which had permission to use a transmitter. He
also had,ear-Information nelLishidh reached even Minister
Preside Riff and Marthal fRAMNFARTIM. MOSS Mai to be
currently furnished with important information through
Finnish agents. Be also acquired important information
regarding Soviet Russia through Finns 'doted occasion
to visit Stockholm and who made official visits to the
Finnish Legation there. This information came to a large
extent from the Russian Legation in Stockholm. Finns
who had business connections in Sweden and who were con-
nected by the bonds of Social Democracy to the Swedes
furnished information to the agents of MOSS, who in turn
forwarded his reports to Berlimmeelbossinformation net
which BROSS had built in Firtill-winsidered excellent
In the Amt in Berlin.

Cqualt Br41110iT S.T
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In the month of November, 1444.subjeWspent about
tour weeks with DROSS in order to clarify the most boar
tent points in connection with the form and content of
reports which were to be written. This trip could not
be concealed from the inn, and as cover MOSS sent a
telegram requesting asaistance for the Germen Travel
Bureau. the subject traveled under cover as courier for
the Waffen SS via Revel to Helsinki, and through MOSS

, was able to meet and geJo know various Finnish
140‘.4 Olitias such as Oeper	 Bank Director
. l 3EN, ate. Furthermore, subject also flew to

in order to get a clear picture of the intelligence set
up along the border. SR033 was married to a Flan, which
opened the possibilities to get to know a lot of the
people socially.

The main representative in Switzerland was furnished
the background for the reason for Hershel MANRERKEIEls
trip to Switzerland, which was known to be of a political
nature by his closest associates. It was said publicly
that this trip was made by the Marshal for his health,
The reports from the representative in Switzer/end:ere
then consolidated with the reports from Finland upon his
return so that Berlin knew that MANEERHEIA bad talked with
Allied representative in the town of wr and at Ira hotel.

In spite of security, it leaked out from the Russian
reports fromStockhole that Russia would not be satisfied
with the defeat of Germany, but would strive to free
other peoples from the yoke of imperialism and capitalism.
(This was confirmed from Swedish sources close to th,
Financial Attache in the Russian Legation.)

In spiteehe hectic conditions during which MANWER*.

PMdt t BRIK and PASS VI sent their representatives to Stockholm
tzkeostensibly to conduct trade negotiations, the flight of

the Finnish delegation to Moscow, the visit of Hershel
'...4,..-0,1HITEL and Foreign Minister von RIBBENTROP, it was nodes-

eery for the AND and it, representatives to break up the
"I net' (invasion net against Russia.) Incidentally, the
flifht of the Finnish delegation to Moscow was reported
by the AND before it took place, and the capitulation of
Finland predicted.

On von RIBBENTROP t s trip to Helsinki, he taund that
4.4ab eruffen BLUCHER. This von BLUCHER is not exactly Amor for

ciondttions were other than those reported by his ambassador,
his ability. The main representative of the AND presented
the true state of affairs during an hour long conference
with the Foreign Minister, during which the Ambassador was
was conspicuous by his absence.

•. 41"

•	 •
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Invasion Net 

The basis for such a net Was furnished cry-c.ne Ant
Berlin to the representatives consisting or aids such as
WIT instructions, noney, the necessary equipment, etc.
In Finland it was necessary to find Finns, Danes, or Swedes
who were not considered pro-German, because in the event
of an occupation by the Russians, such offioers would doubt-
less by placed under arrest. These individuals would also
have to understand that they would have to remain in Finland
if occupied by the itlissiAMS. These VT operators, who also
might be women, would have to recruit their own agents who
could furnish information. As such individuals could not be
found in Beata as a general rule, it was necessary to send
an instructor to Finland who could give the necessary train-
ing. Only the mein representative, BROSS, knows the mums
of these agents and where they are located. Subject does
know that four or five towns in Finland were used in connec-
tion with the training of these operators.

In Helsinki, for exam5lo, W/T operators started commu-
nication with Berlin only eight days after the Germans had
evacuated, and this contact lasted at least until March,
1945, with excellent results. Subject cannot state whether
communication was maintained since March, 1945, as he VW
transferred to Norway at the time. However, he does re-
call here that the RUSSIAMS succeeded In tracing the trans-
'sitter and sweating the operator who, however, by the aid
of the Finns was able to escape. Whether communicationwas
maintained with the other transmitters is known alone to
BROS&

The W/T operators aide their reports to the main sta-
tion in Berlin as previously mentioned. These reports were
then routed to the agencies interested, such as the Foreign
Office, the Propagada Ministry, Chief of the Sipco and SD,
the Heichfuhrer, etc. Furthermore, reports concerning Finland
from all other countries, particularly Siroden, were submitted
to the proper Heferate within the AND and consolidated with
the reports from Finland. These consolidated reports were
then given to the secret propaganda station of the Neffen SS,
and by the aid of the Finns and other officers hawing
intimate knowledge of conditions in Finland, rebroadcast
as anti-Bolshevist propaganda. This propaganda station,
which was located in Berlin, was moved on account of advances
of the Hussians. The results of these broadcasts were ob-
served by the agents in Figland who reported these results
again to Berlin via	 net so that control could be exer-
cased. According to reports from the °White Finns, the
entire project was considered highly successful.

Sonderkommando *Wore

Germans trielatinnegainsinOgiiininlalfinsquaiallst
„
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activities during the last pha,-firlias'INFt by the
Finnish police apparently for sooksinor indiscretion.
However, he succeeded in avoiding them and escaped to
Germany by naval tisamport. Within the Amt there were
exhaustive confercnces regarding the possibility of re-
establishing an information net in Finland to work
against the Russians. The following plan was adopted:

A so-called Sonderkamando was set up to combine
the work of the political AND, the Mil Amt the chief
Amt of Waffen 33, and the Amt for Frontsufillrung. 	 -
The project was called Sonderkommando "Sore, and had
its main offices in Badhuringsdorf in 	 a.
The chief of the lowwando was Fri:04w%	 lys, who
was formerly chief of the Military Abwebr lPTñIAnd.
DROSS was assigned to the WANDAW40 as political Ref-
erent, but actually was its head. CELLARIUS was named
nominal chief on account of the part to be played by the
Wehrmaoht in the planned operations. However, MOSS
was to remain in the background. Planes and submarines
were at the disposal of the homiando through the various
organizations of the dermal:Army. The direction of the
Nowmando was to be smoie from a central QM*. of the
AID in Berlin, who were to handle the reports from and
to Finland. Finns were recruited from the Welton 33,
particularly soldiers who had transferred from the
Finnish Army to the Oermaniam, and these were trained
for intelligence work in Finland and were to be sent
there on missions. Urban:tie' Finns who had fled to
Sweden on account of the Russian occupation, were con-
tacted through Stockholm and had agreed to cooperate.
Towards the end of February, 1943, the mein °Moe, of
Nmaauarvere moved from Reeringsderf to Mc:emit:It near
Flensberg on account of Russian advances in Pomerania.
CELLARIUS and his staff were to continue their work: from
Nuervick. Subject is unable to toll how far this pro-
gressed on account of his transfer to Ur:ay. In January
or the beginning of February, 1943, the Sonderkymmando
made a special *Sian by U-boat to Finland, in which
CELLMIUS and MOSS took pert. The purpose of the mis-
sion was to bring acmay, equipment, and W/T sets to
Finland. The agent in Helsinki was advised of the
mission, and the proper people notified regarding the
meeting place. Apparently the Russians had gotten wind
of this mission as coast guard activities wore intensified
in the vicinity of the designated spot. (This information
WAS furnished by the agent in Helsinki.) However, as this
report was received after the submarine had left, it was
not possible to warn them on account of atmospheric con.
ditions. However, the Finns involved manned to inter-
cept the submarine at sea.

Wiwi States
Subject is of the opinion :11tillp

ll
has detailed

knowledge of all these operatic:	 we a is an
anti-Bolshevist, can resurrectt	 which the
ground work has already beirtallibs MST SEC"(
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WOLLNER was on the staff of the Government's Idministretion
for Inner Affairs in Nuenchen and at the Landretsamt (land
office) in Bad Toolsfrom 1942-1943. In April 1943 he was
ordered to the Foreign Information Service in Berlin. The
office had the title Amt des AND No. VI and was under the
control of RSHA. The name of the head of the office use
SS-BrigadefUehrer And Oberst der Polissi Walter SORELLENBERG.
ZOLLNER was employed as a Saohbearbeiter (case examiner) and
deputy reporter. In this capacity be met many people and
become acquainted with officials from foreign embassies and
ministries, and also met them at parties. At parties the
foreign representatives mostly used aliases. SociallyMUM met Finns Japs, officials of the Grand Mufty of
Jerusalem and of the former Minister President Gaillani of
Iraq.

The arrangements in MUER** office was as follows:
the case examiners, the reporters and the group leeders (die
Gruppenleitet) received statementsfrom the various countries
through the Bauptbeauftragte (main representative) engaged
there and placed at their disposal, or through German and
foreign travellers who had good connections in the country
concerned. These accounts were collected at the office,
sifted and then sent as °Secret and important accounts'
either to the German Foreign Office or the Chief or Sieber..
haltapolizel mad des 8D through the higher oarges or they
were even sent forward to the Reichfuebrer SS. The Amt VI
des AND was, as a matter of fact, a perfect information
office.

As SS.Bauptsturmfuhrer und Regierungassessor WOLLNER
took part in meetings, assemblies, etc, where important
pieces of information were discussed for education purposes.
They also received important statements from abroad and
through intimate acquaintance with office's individual re-
porters or deputies whom the $3-Fuhrers trusted and there-
fore they were prepared to pass much. In this way the mor
hers of the deportment always had knowledge of the latest
news. The meetings between the officials and the repre-
sentatives of the different countries, the deputies and the
persons who had returned from various nations took place in
the inn "Maumee' of the Relobsfuhrer SS, in the rooms of
the office's Dienststello In Berlin Schmargendorf, Berkser•
stress., in the individual apartments of the Fuebrer (the
so-called Anlaufwohnungen) or In the hotels. At thesemeet-
tugs political, economical end cultural questions were dealt
havins regard to the latest news.

Ited Stowbhlle it these meetings andUlAso au he journalists'
club, ZOLUER came into contaelF1.6bR	 'panes', the majority

LA-
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of whom spoke excellent Oerman, iniarTheySpnVe Anglish
or had en interpreter available. At one of the meetings
ZBLI.PhR discussed the general war situation with two offi-
cials of the Japanese Dubai:1y. This meeting was in March,
1945, at the dotel idiom in Berlin. both Japanese were
using aliases but MINER thinks that one of than has been
a Japanese officer and belmned to the Japanese Military
Attaches staff. During the conversation reference was
made to the heavy German fights on the East and also Ahem,
inside Germany on the West. MUMS asked what would Japan do
if ()errancy was completely defeated. The Japanese replied
that such At defeat would be impossible as the Puhrer would
Will the war. However if by some chance, Gomm was de-
feated, Japan would still continue the war. When *eked if
they thought Japan could carry on alone against Ragland,
America and HUsal* who lidit possibly enter the war againstJapan, the Japanese mail at each other and answered.
'As en official of the German AND MINER should know that
Russia would never assist the Western powers in their war
against Japan because Russia was interested that the
Allies war against Japan should last as longs* possible
and cost much blood for both sides, especially the Western
Powers. The Japanese knew only too well that England had
entered this war owing to her policy of the Ulan*• of
power. Row much more would not this balance of power be
threatened 17 the empire policy of a Russia who will push
forward its Western borders to Pomerania, owns part of the
Italientleet in the Mediterranean, expects a Communistic
election victory in France, governs Pinland and Northern
Norway, makes its influence felt in the Wear Nut (the
Dardanelles and Iraq) and who has made its program and Pre-
pares the 'Bolschevisierune of at least Europe if not the
whole woad.'

After this 26LLNER asked if Japan had enough weapons
for this fight against the Western Powers end if they could
resist the terrific bombing battles over the Japanese mother-
land and if the civil population would stand up to the strain
of heavy bombing as other countries had to. The Japanese
reply to this was a show of sincerity and anger. Trey said
that the whole Japanese people, men, woman and children,
would fight for their freedom with an exasperation, which
wee In accordance with the Japanese people's mythology,
which en European could never understand. Besides they were
firmly convinced that Russia would not only help than indi-
rectly, for being a. member of the AND MUER would know
the things that were going on, but would, in the opinion
of the Japahese military circles, help them directly, al-
though not publicly, by delivery of weapons and other leper-
tent raw materials which are of Er/mkt:6A *portents* to future
warfare. In the Japanese Anbassy inrmtwoowsat end would
always sit the best men of japan . .	 t skillful
negotiations already had foreseenUtp	 during this
war except the Armistice bebnes0

t 
T	 11 8 itts—ZeILLEU pretended that he knew o‘tS,
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Japanese bad, as *matter of fact, at the end of 1941, through-
out 1$49 and 1943 allowed the greet American convoys carrying
war supplies to Russia to go by untouched. (mum states
that he had already heard at Amt VI throw& the Japanese
Foreign Record that Japan actually had aliowed these convoys
to pass. This infotmation was passed to the German Foreign
Office, and Japan was asked for an explanation, she however
pleaded the Fishing Agreement between Russia and Japan as an
•7t0Us**)

The Japanese continued with some information that
mum haa already beard, it was that the Russians had sold
to Japan some bombers which came from America and were des-
tined for Russia. Z does not know how many boiabers were
sold. The machines were taken to pieces and copied. Some
of the machines were used against the Western Powers with
Japanese crews. The Japanese further stated that Russia
was no longer dependent on the production and assistance
of England and America (this wee according to accounts from
the Japanese Secret Service) the Russian war production VIA
already working under high pressure, particularly in Ural.
In this connection the Japanese mentioned Swerdelkowsk and
the heavy industry In Donetsbecken.

• Manmade out an account containing the facts of
the above and sent it in to Amt VI, it was forwarded to the
"Japan Referate.I As far as Z could find out from. the re.*
porters, a statement from this account was sent to the
Reichsfrehrer

During the above related conversations, Z states that
the Japanese mentioned that they hoped Japan had surprise
weapons at her disposal, they used the expression V-warren.
When Z questioned them on this they Changed the subject.

UMW States

SECRET
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During the program of talks set forth by the RSHA
for the various section heads, Mr. Joyce among others
gave a lecture.

During the course of his talk, which lasted an hour
and a half and which was conducted most informally, Mr.
Joyce expressed the following thoughts: He had come to
Germany with his wits because he was oonsidered a
National Socialist in England. He bad tried by all weans
in his power to prevent this war between Germany and
England, inasmuch as he coasts:hired it a tragedy that two
such similar countries should be at war with each other.
Mr. Joyce maintained that be would never betray Englandl
considered himself by no means a German but always as
an Englishman; and bad made it his mission, by moans of
propaganda over German broadcasting **races, to oxplain
to the nnglish listeners that this war had been prepared
by the Jewish capitalists. England would have to ac-
cept a sound Socialism and admit that their enemies
were the Jews.

Mr. Joyce characterized the Snglish Prime Ministar,
Mr. Churchill, as the one man in England who bad -iv-
solved by all means to prosecute the was to a success-
ful conclusion (Subject's notes This did not agree
with the official Garman propaganda) Mr. Churchill was
furthermore, and outwtanding diplomat who considered the
union with Russia only as a means to win the war. Mr.
Joyce maintained that it was necessary to bring men
into the English Parliament who could make Churchill
deviate from this course and arrive at a policy of
understanding with Germany on the basis of sound Soot,

Mr. Joyce referred to the ftehrer with the greatest
of respect and admiration and stated as a positive fact
that Hitler had not tho intention of leaving an enslaved
England on the termination of the war, but on the other
hand, would allow the Hopis* to remain by and large in
its present form. This was a groat boostin morale for
Mr. Joyce in his work.

In conclusion, Mr. Joyce spoke of the internal
political conditions in Ragland, the conservative Parlia-
ment, reform of working conditions, and of his own fight
and followers in England (h. considered Mosley's follow-
ing as a thing of the past). It way teknoted from the
foregoing that Mr. Joyce did asestry/Frsially. At
the time he was very little 	 !	 and no pic-
tures of him were available. 	 'Alma le consisted of

envolsc..,e.in' t,..:. *0 =mg
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about fifty SS-fuehrera.

Subject net Mr. Joyce two or three tines in the Press
Club in Berlin, as he was attached only to the Propaganda
Ministry. Mr. Joyce expressed the opinion that while this
•enseless war betweenGsrmany and England was going on,
the Japanese would hare the opportunity to seise English
and Dutch colonies which would be unfortunate not only for
England and Holiand, but for the entire white race. He
spoke very discreetly of his antipathies against Japan and
the union between Germany and Japan.

thtlt4d Sista
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Subject is closely acquainted With -Lt.'s S WU, both
professionally and as a persons' friend. U. was attached
to the Staff of Frg Kept CELLARIUS, who was Chief of the
Nilitwy Intelligence 3ervice in Finland until its capitu-
lation. HORN was the adjutant for, as well as a close
collaborator with, CRLLARIUS. Upon the reorganisation of
the Abwehr, CELLARII3Shis AND staff, Amt VI, were aiz...„
tacked to the

Subject also knows E,ery well. She was
originally employed as sè1Sy and interpreter on
C ,S1 staff in Finland (where She was born) and
got to know Lt. HORN there.

After Finland's capitulation, CILLARIUS end his staff
went to Germany, where he was made Chief of Sonderkommusdo
"Nord', with offices in Bad Herringsdorf in Pomerania
(see report on Sonderkommando Nord.) Lt. NORM worked with
CELLARIU3 here also.

On account of her knowledge of languages, she booms
Auswerterin of the secret propaganda sender for Finland
which was directed by the ANTI and the German Leitstelle.
of the kaftan SS.

•ion was in Sweden at the close of 1944 for an im-
portant conference and his report was considered very
good. Within the

 conference,
	 HORN was considered an able person

with exhaustive knowledge of conditions in Scandinavia
and Vinland. When the Sonderkommando Nord was evacuated
to Nuerwick near Flensberg on account of the Russian ad-
vances, he accompanied it there.

BORN knows the kain Representative for Finland very
well, who joined the Sonderkommando Nord as political
Referent after Finland's capitulation, and who was con-
sidered the ectual heed of the Remand°.



H. Release °t Sixteen British Officers. Bold as Prisoners
of War1 on account of their Behavior

While this affair was not directly handled by subject,
he did have knowledge of it through conversations withool -
leagues in the Ant involved, which was the defecate for
Russia. It was also publielsed . in part in the periodical
•Das Reich," according to which, the facts were as follows:

'In. small town in the Eastern part of Germany (which
according to subject probably isilirthegau) a PW comp for
British officers was attacked by a few Russian tanks which
opened fire on the PWs as well as the German guards. When
the German guards were killed or wounded the British officers
seized the weapons, returned the fire and after a short
while the Russian tanks returned. Quite by their own Initia-
tive the British officers retreated to the west, taking with
them the Co	 lug Officer of the Gawp who had been wounied.

*When this incident was made known to the Puhrer, he
decreed that they were to be returned to Ragland, entirely
apart from any exchange of prisoners, as a reward for their
outstanding action. They were to be used for a small mis-
sion in Germany, originally submitted by subject, but even-
tually were used for another purpose. (Bee report covering
Special Mission for Wajor Dodge.)


